
One safety app for everyone, everywhere.

Punch Alert is the only way to report, manage and communicate 
en mass in one mobile-centric platform.

Report an Emergency 

Punch Alert’s mobile app turns any iOS or Android device into a mobile panic alarm. 
Employees and visitors are able to use their phones to report emergencies or suspicious 
situations to preselected emergency responders.

Collect & Share Information

Any user can submit information to emergency responders in the form of text notes, images, 
video or audio recordings. Punch Alert allows responders to easily and efficiently crowd 
source this information, and even redistribute warnings and announcements to everyone on 
campus as one mass notification.

Management & Resolution

Instantly after an emergency is reported, responders receive an email, text message, and 
automated phone call with the name and location of the person who reported the emergency. 
Responders can screen emergencies as they come in, release them to specific users, 
distribute emergency plans, share content and updates, as well as resolve the emergency—
all from their mobile device.

Accurate Location Tracking During Emergencies

All campuses using Punch Alert are geofenced to 
ensure that only those on-site are tracked in the event 
of an emergency. Punch leverages GPS, Cell, and 
Wifi to triangulate location within the geofence of the 
campus. Punch also offers and installs state of the art 
iBeacons which allow you to accurately determine the 
indoor location of individuals during an emergency.
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Keep safe wherever you go

As a Pal, you can quickly connect to an o�  cial responder using 911 or re-
quest help from Pal members around you by pressing the red button.

Know what’s going on in your area

You can press the blue button to post a tip about a safety concern in your 
current area.  You and other Pals will be able to view the tip on the map 
keeping everyone in the know.

Be the change you want to see in the world

As a Pal, your “good intentions” will help the movement to stop those with 
“bad intentions” and make your community safer to all.

One App
to Make the World a Safer Place

Punch Alert Web Console & Support

Punch Alert allows location managers to immediately disseminate emergency warnings & alerts as well 
as non-emergency announcements to employees, visitors, students and patrons. The web console 
is a dashboard for your administrative staff and emergency responders. Administrators can manage 
users, geofence campus locations, setup iBeacons, curate emergency plans, and customize emergency 
notifications and alerts. Responders can also use the web console to manage active emergencies, review 
resolved incidents, and run tests or drills. Also use Punch Alert on a regular basis for your announcements 
with some powerful new in-app features: request a yes/no response, recipients’ location, and comments. 
Plus, you can extend your public safety network to your visitors at no additional cost. 

PunchAlert.com

For more information or to sign up for a webinar please contact us at 

contact@punchalert.com or to discuss your specifi c needs with us call (530) 507-8624
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